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Sentinel: Make the 
Most of Dynatrace Application 
Performance Monitoring

With user expectations off the charts, most have zero tolerance 
for flaws or sluggish performance. At the same time, modern 
advances—from DevOps and agile developments cycles to 
distributed, dynamic architectures— have complicated the 
application performance landscape. 

To identify bottlenecks, accelerate performance and address 
inefficiencies, organizations turn to application performance 
monitoring (APM). However, the increased complexities of 
performance management make it difficult for organizations 
to reap full value from their APM solutions. For firms that have 
recently purchased or are not realizing the benefit expected, 
Orasi offers Sentinel.

Protecting Your Investment and Reputation

For every Dynatrace engagement, Orasi’s highly trained, certified 
consultants will:
• Embed themselves in your APM team, helping to kickstart 
 and reinforce your application monitoring practice.
• Provide deep experience in maximizing the use of APM tools.
• Ensure your application(s) are being monitored effectively.
• Install Dynatrace and configure it to meet individual   
 application needs.
• Fine-tune Dynatrace to verify it is operating at peak    
 performance.
• Hold daily scrum calls and provide status reports with   
 valuable insights and best practices.
• Work with other groups within the organization to resolve   
 issues impacting app efficiency.

With our skilled consultants’ oversight, executives and their teams 
can be confident that Dynatrace will perform root cause analysis 
(RCA) efficiently and effectively, providing real-time solutions 

to problems that arise. Through daily scrum calls and status 
reports, we will ensure all stakeholders are up to date on work 
performed over the course of the engagement. As an ad-hoc 
member of the team, our consultant will communicate valuable 
insights and best practices, continually engaging in “how and 
why” knowledge transfers to help the team optimize Dynatrace 
moving forward.
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Scope of Engagement

Duration: 12 Months

Location: Onsite or Remote

Solution Components:

• One full time consultant

• One technical planning session

• One 10-day sprint to install and configure the
 Dynatrace agents

• One quarterly health check

• One delivery manager

• One monthly meeting to introduce the tool to
 new teams

• Assistance with root cause analysis

• Assistance with any features added to the tool
 mid-project

Why Orasi?

Reduce Mean Time to Repair (MTTR): Our star APM performers 
have a proven track record of using Dynatrace to expedite root 
cause analysis and identification. This accelerated response 
enables our client’s resources to solve problems more quickly.

Promote Comprehensive Tool Adoption: Orasi’s APM 
consultants don’t just show teams how to use Dynatrace, they 
also help them understand its intrinsic benefit to them; how 
Dynatrace’s resolves issues quickly and makes their jobs less 
stressful — and them more confident. One of each engagement’s 
goals is full adoption of Dynatrace, ensuring all stakeholders have 
“skin in the game,” are committed to the success of Dynatrace 
and are cognizant of its value. 

Gain Ubiquity: Orasi consultants treat all of each client’s APM 
problems as their own. From the C-suite to the product manager 
and software team, their goals become our consultants’ goals; 
their vision, our vision. In essence, teams, stakeholders and 
management reap the productivity of an extra employee—while 
enjoying the expertise and perspective of a trained Dynatrace 
specialist.

To learn how an Orasi Sentinel consultant can help your 
organization realize full value and adoption from Dynatrace, give 
us a call at 678.819.5300. We look forward to working with you.
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